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Mission Statement and Operating Range

Research Traffic & Mobility

Minimising Accidental Risks

Consulting

Public Relations

Household,
Recreation & Sport

Property & Fire



Foundation of KFV
• Foundation of KFV on 24 April 1959 as a politically independent

association
• Founding members: ÖAMTC (Austrian Motorist Club), 6 provincial

associations, 20 motor insurance companies
• Funding primarely by private and public insurance companies, but

also by Motorist Clubs
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Safety Measures and Trends in Road Safety 1961-2010
(Source: KFV, Data Source: Statistik Austria)

accidents injuries fatalities

introduction
demerit point
system

introducing of alcohol
screening

"B-driver licence"
for 17-year-olds
(L17)

start of a common
accident data collection
form in Austria

speed limit 100 kph
on federal roads

obligatory use of
seat belt on all seats

introduction of
breathalyser

obligatory use
of crash helmet
for moped users

introduction of
laser based
speed cameras

child restraints

0.1‰ BAC for mopeds,
buses and lorries

Achievements
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graduated driving
licence and licence
for moped users

more stringent
sanctions for DUI
and speeding

obligatory seat beltspeed limit 130 kph
on motorways

obligatory seat belt use
(without sanction)

use of rescue
helicopters

driving licence on
probation for
passenger cars

maximum
permitted
BAC: 0.5‰

introduction of 2nd
phase driver education

winter tyre
obligation

obligatory use of
crash helmet
for motorcycles



Fields of Activity



Traffic & Mobility
• Target: Well-balanced traffic solutions combining maximum safety and

maximum mobility
• Identifying sources of danger and communicating them as a politically

independent body
• KFV as a pioneer in the following areas:
 Traffic technology, traffic law, traffic psychology
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Household, Recreation & Sport
• Target: Building awareness for dangers at home, during leisure activites

and sports – areas that are difficult to regulate by law.
• Leisure-time accidents account for the largest

number of accidents in Austria.
• Every year more than 200,000 Austrians suffer sport injuries
• KFV analyses the causes of accidents:

- at home
- recreational sports
- leisure-time activities
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Property & Fire
• Target: Dangers in the household should be identified

in advance, as everybody is exposed to them
• KFV has a comprehensive body of expertise in all

matters relating to safety at home and in the environment
 Fire protection
 Crime (house-breaking, safety

in public spaces, cybercrime)
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KFV – Sectoral Organisation
KF

V
Research Management

Laws & Standards

Advice on Prevention
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KFV Service Ltd.
Wholly owned subsidiary of KFV
Traffic psychology
• Seminars within the framework of multi-phase driver training and re-training
• Psychological testing for car drivers or potential buyers of firearms

Services for Municipaltities and provinces
• Traffic safety programmes, road safety audits and inspections, infrastructure

solutions …

Fire protection
• Acceptance and inspection of fire alarm systems

Elderly People
• Seminars to maintain and extend driving ability
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KFV International Projects



KFV International Partners

Forum of European Road
Safety Research Institutes CARE: Accident database of the European Commission

Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development

Confederation of Fire Protection
Associations Europe & International



Buenos Aires Declaration on Better Safety Data
for Better Road
• Reliable crash, contextual and exposure data are essential elements to understanding, assessing and monitoring the nature and magnitude of the road safety problem, to setting ambitious and achievable safety targets and to design and implement effective policies.  
• A minimum set of data is required to analyse road safety. It includes not only safety data but also contextual data. While further work is needed on methodology to collect data, it is recommended that data is collected at three levels:
• Outcome level data, including the number of persons killed and injured by type of road users, type of roads, time, etc.;
• Output level data, including performance indicators, focusing on road user behaviour and the safety of vehicles and infrastructure;
• Contextual data, including exposure data such as population, the number of veh-km driven by type of road users; etc.
•  It is recommended that countries also collect data on costs of road crashes and the quality of policies and their implementation.  
• All countries from Latin America and the Caribbean countries are encouraged to improve data systems, join OISEVI and contribute to IRTAD LAC. The model developed for Latin America and the Caribbean with a regional network and a dedicated database, designed to be a

learning tool, could usefully be replicated in other regions of the world.  
• Safety data should be aggregated at national level, analysed and published by a lead national agency. The agency should be able to monitor road safety performance, based on key indicators, and provide objective assessments of progress and impacts of interventions to those

in charge of designing and implementing the road safety strategy.  
• In several countries, a road safety observatory, under the auspices of a lead road safety agency or a lead ministry, is in charge of data collection and analysis. This model has proven to be a good institutional setting to raise the profile of road safety and encourage policy actions

but in monitoring performance, maintaining objectivity is crucial in order to arrive at credible conclusions.  
• Regular monitoring and analysis of key road safety risk factors (for example, the frequency of drivers exceeding speed limits, the proportion of drivers and passengers not wearing seatbelts, drink-driving rates, helmet wearing rates, etc.) should be undertaken. The results of

monitoring should be made publicly available at regular intervals and used, if appropriate, to adapt the road safety strategies in place.  
• At a broader level, the relationship between road safety performance and economic development needs to be understood over both the long term and over the shorter term in relation to the business cycle. Several economic factors may influence road safety including

unemployment rate and the level of consumption and production. These factors could influence both traffic volume (level and composition) and road user behaviour. Over the business cycle there is evidence of a relationship between economic growth and road safety.
Generally, when economic growth declines and when unemployment increases fewer people are killed on the roads. However, the mechanisms are imperfectly understood and further research is needed on the causal relationships involved.  

• The international community should work towards harmonisation of data, including common definitions on the main indicators. Most countries have now adopted the 30 day definition to define a fatality; other countries are strongly encouraged to do the same.  
• Fatality data are not sufficient to understand road safety problems fully. Information on injury crashes is essential for a more complete picture of road safety. Increasing use of information on injuries should be made in international comparisons. IRTAD proposes to define a

“seriously injured road casualty” as a person with injuries assessed at level 3 or more on the Maximum Abbreviated Injury Scale i.e. "MAIS3+". While this definition is accepted by a large part of the scientific community, more work is needed to develop a common methodology
for collecting injury data. Analysis of less serious injury crashes (MAIS1 and MAIS2) are also meaningful, moreover, data on the impact of traffic injuries in terms of quality- or disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) is needed and will require adoption of a common approach.  

• Police data will remain the main source for road crash statistics. However, because of under-reporting problems and possible bias (for example with differing rates of reporting by vehicle type), police data should be complemented by hospital data. This requires a linking
procedure between police and health data. Detailed information on linking procedures, covering a broad range of sources, can be found in the IRTAD report “Reporting serious road traffic casualties”.  

• Some IRTAD countries are making effective use of methodologies to forecast outcomes over the short term and project trends over the long term. Systematic use of such projections is recommended in setting targets and assessing performance against targets.  
• Benchmarking between countries is a useful process to generate a dynamic for road safety improvement and learn from each other. Progress has been made in developing methodologies for benchmarking and efforts should be continued towards an agreed approach for
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ConnectSouthEast wishes to plan, develop and analyse
macro-regional strategies to improve transport efficiency and also increase
the linkages to and between its members.
 • Promote and develop intermodal transport connections • Institutionalize the appropriate scientific, technical and operational assistance • Foster interregional cooperation and research • Facilitate the steady growth in traffic and transport volume • Stimulate economic activity • Maintain natural and social environmental sustainability  ConnectSouthEast brings together stakeholders from the academic, public and private sectors.
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KFV (Kuratorium für Verkehrssicherheit)
Schleiergasse 18 | A-1100 Wien
Tel: +43-664 4247288
E-Mail: georg.hauger@kfv.at| www.kvf.at


